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At KPI Golf, we believe that a healthy club means a healthy community and better lives for everyone it 
touches. We are extremely motivated to grow our clients’ businesses through proven fact- 
based management practices.   
 
Our team is passionate about helping golf courses achieve their performance goals. We are 
operators, strategists, visionaries, technologists, marketers and golfers. The KPI Golf Management 
team has managed over 50 golf courses around the United States.  
 
The KPI team’s expertise lies within the successful execution of operational, managerial, marketing 
and planning strategies.  
 
Services extend from simple project-based consulting, to facility leasing, transitional management, 
turn key club management and multi-facility portfolio management. 

WHO WE ARE
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Whether simple phone consultation or complete multi-facility management, our approach is the same. 
We work closely with club ownership to objectively determine which tactics will deliver maximum 
positive impact for your facility. 
 
We believe that these 3 core values are required any organization to perform optimally in today's 
business environment: 

Empathy
Fully transparent discourse and open sharing of ideas is the only way to fully understand the 
challenges clubs face and to evaluate every possible alternative. It is our responsibility to 
empathize and to provide value based exclusively on the best interests of our clients. As with any 
successful relationship, trust must be earned and also reciprocated for best results. 

Alignment
Without alignment of goals and beliefs, uninspired execution is sure to sabotage the effectiveness 
of any long term solutions. Achieving 100% aligned objectives is critical in developing a culture of 
positivity, appropriate freedom to act, and speed. Everyone must agree that subjective practices 
are never optimal and that improvements are necessary for us to achieve stated goals. 

Objectivity
If you want to win in golf management today, we believe you need to be utterly unromantic about 
consumer behavior and performance. You need to observe, analyze and adjust to where the 
consumer actually is, and what is or isn’t working well. Data enables us to definitively prioritize 
highest impact activities in cycles of continuous improvement.  

 

METHODOLOGY



 

D I S COVERY  &  S TRATEGY

STEP ONE
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The goal of the Discovery and Strategy phase is to ensure that your club has a factual understanding 
of your current position in the marketplace, and a clear action plan to implement your growth 
initiatives. 
 
The consulting and management strategies that KPI Golf creates are not one-size-fitsall. When our 
team begins working with you, we start by doing a complete analysis to uncover your club’s distinct 
objectives and the needs and challenges of your prospects before we do anything else. The initial 
discovery phase is crucial. The discovery process ensures that all stakeholders are considered and in 
alignment as we collectively craft your operational strategy. 
 

CONSISTS OF FOUR DISTINCT DELIVERABLES

THE DISCOVERY AND STRATEGY PHASE

1 Financial Audit 2Operations Evaluation

3Market Position Report 4Club Strategy Guide
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1 Financial Audit
Financial standing is a driving force behind many 
decisions that country clubs make. Diving deep 
into the numbers often tells an important story 
about how efficient the club is operating, and 
where we’ll find highest priority areas for 
immediate and long-term positive impact. 

2Operations Evaluation
We want you to understand exactly how your 
staff and customers are experiencing your 
facility. We’ll create a thorough analysis of your 
existing operation to discover your strengths 
and any potential service inefficiencies that may 
exist.  

3Market Position Report
How does your club compare from a pricing and
value proposition standpoint in your local
marketplace. We’ll report on your competitive set
as well as an extensive reputation analysis to
guide future marketing recommendations.  

4Club Strategy Guide
Based on your club's financial standing, current
facility operations, and your brand’s position in
the marketplace, we will provide specific and
actionable written recommendations for your
club.  

All four of these deliverables serve as a basis for collaborative discussion and strategic planning based 
on factual information rather than subjective opinion. 
 
Mutual agreement and alignment on nexts steps is the objective of the Discovery & Strategy stage.  

 

D I S COVERY  &  S TRATEGY

STEP ONE
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When we have completed our Discovery phase, you will understand exactly what it will take for your 
club to achieve both short and long-term success. That’s when we can begin initiating solutions you’ll 
need to deliver quick wins for your facility. 
 
Typically, the Discovery & Strategy phase exposes “low-hanging fruit” that can serve to deliver 
immediate impact to your club - whether financial or in terms of customer experience. 
 
The KPI Golf team works closely with club ownership to implement data-driven tactics to produce 
quick results and improvement. We find that in doing so, the club is able to either 
 
1) Deliver much needed cash flow which can be deployed for longer-term strategies 
2) Establish critical positive momentum in the club’s culture that serves as a launch pad for future 
growth.  

 

TOP  PR I OR I T I E S  &  QU I CK  WINS

STEP TWO
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1 Buying Power
Achieving immediate buying power and deploying
controlled procurement processes are some of
the quickest wins for country clubs. KPI
represents a much larger book of business to
vendors and will negotiate advantageous
contractual agreements for your club. Deploying
proven processes that ensure vendors are
continuously competing for your business gives
you leverage and brings big dollars to your
bottom line.  

2Expense Auditing
Within the details of every expenditure lies a
treasure trove of quick wins for your club.
Experience tells us that underperforming country
clubs are always over spending in certain areas
relative to what the market is presenting.  We will
root out these inequities and help your club get
more mileage for your expenditures immediately.
For example: How many phone/data lines is your
club paying for?  

3Become Data Driven
Subjective decision making can be poisonous at a
country club - particularly Board operated
facilities. Establishing a culture of fact-based
prioritization brings both immediate and long-
term impact. Choices grounded in data are far
more likely to be successful than choices based
on conjecture, opinion, or personal agenda.
Simply understanding the details about what’s
been working well and what hasn’t been working
will present quick wins, inform strategy and guide
your club toward optimal performance.   

4Transitional Management
We will help your club maximize efficiency and
capitalize on a shortened timetable. Specific
management strategy maximizes potential
returns either  leading up to or following some
sort of trigger event – like a purchase, sale or
foreclosure. Usually these events have to do with
the valuation of the club before a sale or ramping
up performance and service levels after
purchasing a new asset. 
  

 

TOP  PR I OR I T I E S  &  QU I CK  WINS

STEP TWO
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Once we have addressed your club’s most urgent priorities and uncovered some quick wins, we should 
have established some crucial positive momentum culturally and financially. 
 
Now it’s time to measurably improve the product that you’re bringing to market vs. your competitive 
set. Prior cost cutting measures often leave club staffing levels out of position, and the customer 
experience inadequate. 
 
We work closely with your club in the most critical departments with specific focus on customer 
experience. We’ll train and re-train staff on daily execution and improve customer satisfaction ratings.   
Diligent oversight along with iterations of review, planning, training and continuous improvement 
ensure that your club sees measurable results.  

 

YOUR  VA LUE  PROPOS I T I ON

STEP THREE
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1 Club Operations
A “set and forget” strategy will never work in golf
club management. Unless golf clubs are
continuously measuring, tracking and evaluating
actual results, they’re not able to refine these
activities and maximize the benefits. Our data-
driven approach to golf club operation ensures
that we are prioritizing highest impact activities
on a continual basis. We’re able to accurately
evaluate what’s been working well, and what is
not working well. 

2Human Resources
When it comes to people, we always deploy our
core belief of empathy. Simply opening lines of
communication with your team brings out
wonderful things. Usually, they’ve just never had a
chance to voice their opinions, or to have their
ideas heard. Structurally, a centralized HR
department brings enormous efficiency for any
club. 

3Agronomy
Golf Course Agronomy is a complex subject
matter about which many board members, golf
course owners and operators do not have deep
understanding. An expertly conducted deep dive
into this department always yields incredible
results. When we investigate golf club agronomy
practices, our team of expert practitioners often
make impactful discoveries. Whether it’s chemical
application schedules, overseeding and
aerification timetables, staffing levels and payroll,
and most of all procurement. 

4Food & Beverage
Experience tells us that every golf course F&B
department can be profitable. Success demands
versatility. There may be a fine dining component
at most clubs, but usually there are many dining
outlets to attend to – a casual grill room, the
halfway house, snack shop at pool, an on course
beverage cart, employee meals, and other touch
points. Staffing, cost containment and
understanding your customer is paramount. 

 

YOUR  VA LUE  PROPOS I T I ON

STEP THREE
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With the club back on its feet and with a marketable product on the table, now it’s time to bring in net 
new business.  If we’ve done our homework, we’ve created an environment with programming at your 
club that is going to resonate with your target audience. 
 
In most cases, we’ll need to discuss options for attracting the next generation of golfers without 
alienating the current set of senior players. We’ll work with club ownership on deploying proven 
membership sales strategies - leveraging current members at more than a 60% success rate.   
 
As with all businesses, scaling brings its own challenges. We’ll work consistently with the club to ensure 
prosperity, preserve traditions, and mitigating potential risks. 

 

WINN I NG  MARKET  SHARE

STEP FOUR
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1 Membership Sales
For all but the most elite clubs, membership
offerings must be presented at market rate levels.
In today’s market, the value proposition has
changed. People don’t seem to assign nearly as
much value to privacy and exclusivity. Market
research is vital. Markets don’t care about what
memberships cost 20 years ago. They don’t care
about your cost of goods sold, or any of your
expenses either. Markets support the best value
proposition. 

2Risk Management
Evaluating costs and coverages on insurance
plans can be a daunting task, especially in
environments with high board member turnover,
or inexperienced leadership. Because we are
ensuring a multitude of facilities, we can achieve
greater leverage in negotiations and get better
rates than stand-alone facilities ever can. In the
event of a claim we receive the highest possible
level of consideration and personalized customer
service. 

3Growth Marketing
In the past, golf clubs more or less sat around
and waited for golfers to come to them.
Nowadays there is much more competition for
recreational and disposable income. Clubs need
to be much more proactive to attract the
attention of young families and working-class
folks. Centralized golf course management brings
with it a set of economies of scale in growth
marketing. Core services like graphic design,
social media, and advertising resources shared
among facilities brings scale. 

4Legal
As economic factors shift and change over time,
a routine legal audit helps to ensure continued
fairness in club contracts and agreements.
Trained eyes evaluating current contractual
obligations only serves to help a club. Even with
the most expert foresight, there are factors that
have probably shifted positioning and leverage.
We will revisit major contracts on a regular
cadence with club ownership.   

 

WINN I NG  MARKET  SHARE

STEP FOUR
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Strategic planning for the long term is critical to staying competitive. As capital assets age, they’ll need 
to be repaired or replaced. 
 
Things break down and market norms shift, often requiring investment in upgraded or altered facilities. 
For example, if your reception area hasn’t been upgraded in 10 years, it’s probably looking pretty tired. 
This can affect the customer and member experience and the long-term viability of the club. 
 
In addition, it’s important to take a look at larger scale opportunities that may exist in your market - 
such as real estate, acquisitions and leasing opportunities. 
 
We work with club ownership to plan, budget and execute long-term strategies to ensure your club 
continues to win the game.  

 

COMPE T I NG  LONG  T ERM

STEP FIVE
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1 Capital Improvements
Without proper golf capital improvement
planning and budgeting, roofs, tennis courts, and
parking lots fall into disrepair. Deferred
maintenance means the club will atrophy, unable
to legitimately compete long term for net new
business. We work with your club leaders to
manage capital improvement budgets and help
your club stay fresh, and attract new customers
and members. 

2Leasing
Golf Course owners and operators looking to 
offload responsibility associated with operating 
the club should consider leasing options. Lease 
agreements ordinarily offer excellent security for 
a virtually guaranteed cash flow.  As a club 
owner, sometimes it’s makes most sense to 
secure a guaranteed return on investment, and 
simply enjoy the club or go work on other 
projects. 

3Real Estate & Acquisitions
Golf courses occupy huge chunks of real estate. 
Sophisticated solutions and preparations are 
necessary to maximize asset value and return 
on investment on such properties. Many owners 
welcome the prospect of finding additional 
properties or establishing a portfolio of golf 
facilities in certain geographical areas. Our 
clients receive the benefit of long lead times and 
extensive market data in advance of a sale or 
purchase. Existing clients can also save on 
commissions that would otherwise be paid to 
brokers. 

 

COMPE T I NG   LONG  T ERM

STEP FIVE
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